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Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 

$195.99
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Electrical: MP3 Player - XY500UE, XY500UE, Chironex - MP3000 - PBC1935F1
 

Description 

MP3 Player - power toggle, volume, track selection and associated speaker. Associated parts are MP3 switch (10A8250) and speaker
(60A3100). This mp3 player and speaker combo profile is commonly applicable for many big brand and lesser brand name machines from all
over the world. Common format for UTVs in the 300cc to 1000cc range. 

This particular model was primarily stocked as direct replacement mp3 system for Xinyang UTV models XY500UE, XY600UE, Chironex Spartan
UTV Models "Spartan 500cc" and "Spartan 600cc".

Most commonly used for (but not limited to) Chironex Spartan 500cc UTVs (4x4/2x4 and similar variations), Chironex Spartan 600cc UTVs
(4x4/2x4 and similar variations), CF Moto 500cc and 600cc UTVs (4x4/2x4 and similar variations), Xinyang 500cc XY500UE, Xinyang 600cc
XY600UE ATVs and UTVs (4x4/2x4 and similar variations).

Common Chironex model name is primarily listed as "Chironex 500cc or 600cc Spartan XUV or UTV", Common listed Chironex Spartan mp3
player and speaker set part number is 39810-5000 and is listed as "MP3 PLAYER" in their parts lists.

Common Xinyang model names consist of variations of "XY500UE" and "XY600UE", as well as a range of less formal names such as "Xinyang
500cc or 600cc UTV", "Xinyang 500cc or 600cc XUV", "Xinyang 500cc or 600cc ATV", "Xinyang 500cc/600cc 4x4/2x4" etc. Common listed
Xinyang XY mp3 player and speaker set part number is 39810-5000 and is listed as "MP3 PLAYER" in their parts lists.

Manufacurer PN: 39810-5000

  Associated Parts:
10A8250 MP3 Switch
60A3100 Speaker
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